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Antitrust Compliance Guidelines

Active participation in the Society of Actuaries is an important aspect of membership.  While the positive contributions of professional societies and associations are 
well-recognized and encouraged, association activities are vulnerable to close antitrust scrutiny.  By their very nature, associations bring together industry competitors 
and other market participants.  

The United States antitrust laws aim to protect consumers by preserving the free economy and prohibiting anti-competitive business practices; they promote 
competition.  There are both state and federal antitrust laws, although state antitrust laws closely follow federal law.  The Sherman Act, is the primary U.S. antitrust law 
pertaining to association activities.   The Sherman Act prohibits every contract, combination or conspiracy that places an unreasonable restraint on trade.  There are, 
however, some activities that are illegal under all circumstances, such as price fixing, market allocation and collusive bidding.  

There is no safe harbor under the antitrust law for professional association activities.  Therefore, association meeting participants should refrain from discussing any 
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antitrust enforcement procedures.
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competitors and follow these guidelines:

• Do not discuss prices for services or products or anything else that might affect prices

• Do not discuss what you or other entities plan to do in a particular geographic or product markets or with particular customers.

• Do not speak on behalf of the SOA or any of its committees unless specifically authorized to do so.

• Do leave a meeting where any anticompetitive pricing or market allocation discussion occurs.

• Do alert SOA staff and/or legal counsel to any concerning discussions

• Do consult with legal counsel before raising any matter or making a statement that may involve competitively sensitive information.

Adherence to these guidelines involves not only avoidance of antitrust violations, but avoidance of behavior which might be so construed.  These guidelines only 
provide an overview of prohibited activities.  SOA legal counsel reviews meeting agenda and materials as deemed appropriate and any discussion that departs from the 
formal agenda should be scrutinized carefully.  Antitrust compliance is everyone’s responsibility; however, please seek legal counsel if you have any questions or 
concerns.
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How would you rate each group in year 3?
What if you knew if actual claims were unusually 

high or low relative to the group’s actual morbidity?

? ?

Average
Average
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85th
70th

25th 35th

What if you could tell which percentile of group’s claim distribution each 
year of experience represented?

Knowing the entire claims distribution, you can judge whether groups may 
regress to the mean or if the distribution of risk has meaningfully changed. 

We can model each group’s own unique claims distribution based on 
demographics, morbidity, pharmacy usage, etc
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Quantile Regression:  Modeling the Entire 
Claim Distribution
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Current actuarial practice either forecasts only the mean (leveraging risk scores or prior 
claim experience) or constructs a single Claim Probability Distribution (i.e. for benefit 
relativity pricing).

Risk scores forecast the expected future relative claims cost given a set of predictors 
(age, gender, conditions, Rx utilization, comorbidities, …)

Quantile Regression estimates the entire distribution for each level of these predictors 
at the member level

𝑦25𝑡ℎ = 0.6 ∗ 𝑎𝑔𝑒 + 1.2 ∗ 𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟 + 0.4 ∗ 𝐸𝑅𝐺
𝑦50𝑡ℎ = 1.1 ∗ 𝑎𝑔𝑒 + 3.2 ∗ 𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟 + 4.8 ∗ 𝐸𝑅𝐺
𝑦98𝑡ℎ = 0.3 ∗ 𝑎𝑔𝑒 + 0.5 ∗ 𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟 + 6.7 ∗ 𝐸𝑅𝐺

𝐸(𝑦) = 1.2 ∗ 𝑎𝑔𝑒 + 2.9 ∗ 𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟 + 5.1 ∗ 𝐸𝑅𝐺

We can then build Confidence Intervals, understand when experience is extreme, model 
stop loss, and distinguish true changes from random statistical variation
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Modeling health claims data needs more 
flexible tools
Even truncated or transformed data results in too many claims in the tails of the healthcare 
distribution, with a disproportionately large number of low severity claimants

Modern data mining techniques give us new, sometimes more accurate ways to predict expected 
risk given covariates, but pitfalls remain:

• Only provides point estimates, or most likely values

• Often must back into drivers of prediction for relative impact of age, gender, conditions, etc.

© 2020 Optum, Inc. All rights reserved. Confidential property of 
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18% of groups move significantly between years
Only 43% of groups stay in the same quintile year over year

Since groups experience this high volatility from year to year, we need more 
than historical claims to forecast future experience.

0-20th 20-40th 40-60th 60-80th 80-100th

0-20th 12% 5% 2% 1% 0%

20-40th 5% 7% 5% 3% 1%

40-60th 2% 5% 6% 5% 2%

60-80th 1% 3% 5% 7% 5%

80-100th 0% 1% 2% 5% 11%

Variability in year over year claim costs

10

Percentiles represent where actual claim costs fell relative to predicted percentile values
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Quantile Regression

• A statistical technique that estimates each percentile of the 
claim distribution at individual and group level

• Can build confidence intervals around anticipated individual 
and group level costs, i.e. there is 90% chance next year’s 
claims fall between $340 and $360

• Quantifies the differing impacts of each member’s 
conditions (Symmetry ERG®) at each percentile
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Quantile regression is a robust 
Estimator of distribution percentiles

• Least squares estimation leads to sample mean as optimal estimator (unbiased, minimum variance)

• If GLM assumptions are violated, performance of the mean quickly degrades.  Transformations, 
such as log, rarely stabilize variance.

• Quantile regression relaxes normality and constant variance assumptions by allowing relationship 
between x and y to change at different quantiles

• Computationally tractable by solving a different minimization problem.
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Claim forecasting using percentiles 
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• We can construct a distribution of likely experience period claims given group specific 
demographics and morbidity.

• If actual experience is high relative to that group’s expected distribution, claims may regress 
to the mean and discounting off manual is OK

$337
50th

$355
75th

$370
85th

Larry’s Lumber



Identifying Conditions Driving Experience
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• Quantile Regression allows you to see not only the total member level claim distribution but 
also the conditions that drive the risk at each percentile

• Models and quantifies different impacts of conditions at different percentiles

𝑦25𝑡ℎ = 0.6 ∗ 𝑎𝑔𝑒 + 1.2 ∗ 𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟 + 0.4 ∗ 𝐸𝑅𝐺
𝑦50𝑡ℎ = 1.1 ∗ 𝑎𝑔𝑒 + 3.2 ∗ 𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟 + 4.8 ∗ 𝐸𝑅𝐺
𝑦98𝑡ℎ = 0.3 ∗ 𝑎𝑔𝑒 + 0.5 ∗ 𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟 + 6.7 ∗ 𝐸𝑅𝐺

90th

10th

50th



QR Improves Risk Assessment

Fully Insured
• Quantify risk variability by 

group
• Rationally set risk 

charges by group
• Provide renewal guidance
• Optimize pooling strategy
• Identify best candidates 

for level funded premium 
product

Self Insured
• Obtain better insight on 

stop loss risks including 
specific, aggregate, and 
aggregated specific

• Develop better insights 
into funding rate accuracy
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Quantile Regression

Provides single
point estimate, 
assuming a normal 
distribution and
constant variance 
at all levels

Quantile regression yields better estimates

16© 2020 Optum, Inc. All rights reserved. Confidential property of Optum. Do 
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Linear 
Regression

Addresses 
non-normality 
of healthcare 
claims

Differing 
individual traits 
uniquely reflected 
in distributions

Provides valid 
confidence 
around best 
estimates



Use quantile regression to guide 
block-level discount allocation

Member

Calculate expected 
member-level claim 
costs at various 
percentiles

Group

Use Monte Carlo 
simulation to 
aggregate member-
level distributions to 
group-level

Block

Simulate block-level 
distribution and 
make underwriting 
discount decisions 
from understanding 
of variance structure

17



Quantile Regression – Individual Risk

➢ Each individual has a unique claims distribution that can be statistically 
estimated based on age, gender, morbidity, Rx utilization, etc.

➢ Move from Single Dimension to understanding three dimensions of risk

➢ High expected costs (traditional risk scores)
➢ Uncertainty due to wide range of possible costs with significant probability (high variance)
➢ Potentially catastrophic costs in the tail of claims distribution (rare high cost events)

18
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Member Group 50th 65th 75th 80th 90th 95th 96th 97th 98th 99th 99.5th

0037 1198 0.0 0.1 0.3 0.4 1.3 3.0 3.8 5.2 6.7 10.7 13.3

0058 1198 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.7 1.6 2.3 2.9 4.4 8.3 13.7

0341 1198 0.6 1.1 1.8 2.4 5.3 9.8 11.2 13.5 16.7 23.0 29.4

0691 1198 0.4 0.7 1.0 1.3 2.9 5.2 5.9 7.5 9.9 13.9 18.2

1491 1198 0.3 0.6 1.1 1.5 4.2 7.2 8.5 10.2 11.5 15.1 17.7

1706 1198 0.7 1.4 2.3 3.0 6.7 11.6 13.9 15.8 18.7 22.5 28.5

2071 1198 0.3 0.5 0.7 1.0 1.8 3.1 3.4 3.9 4.5 6.5 8.2

2095 1198 0.9 1.6 2.4 3.2 6.8 11.2 13.3 15.0 17.5 19.1 22.6

2429 1198 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.9 2.0 2.4 3.0 3.6 5.6 8.2

4045 1198 0.2 0.5 0.8 1.0 2.5 4.5 5.2 6.2 8.2 13.5 15.9

5802 1198 0.4 0.6 0.9 1.2 2.3 4.7 5.8 7.3 9.7 13.2 18.8

6715 1198 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.6 1.7 4.0 4.9 6.5 8.9 13.0 16.4



Quantile Regression – Group Risk

19
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Group
Base 
MM

Base 
PMPM 0th 5th 25th 40th 50th 60th 75th 95th

Increase 
from 50th

to 95th

Mean of QR 
Distribution

(“Risk 
Score")

1198 14,691 $380 $0 $291 $311 $320 $324 $330 $338 $362 12% $328

➢ Historical claims understood in context of group’s unique distribution

➢ Can rate using weighted average of percentiles

➢ For example, Τ1 4 𝑞 .25 + Τ1 2 𝑞 .5 + Τ1 4 𝑞 .75 better estimator 
of mean (lower combined bias and variance) when tails are 
heavy

➢ Balance credibility given to center of distribution vs. tails of risk



Quantile Regression – Group Risk
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Group Base MM
Base 

PMPM 0th 5th 25th 40th 50th 60th 75th 95th

Increase 
from 50th to 

95th

Mean of QR 
Distribution

(“Risk Score")

1198 14,691 $380 $0 $291 $311 $320 $324 $330 $338 $362 12% $328

This distribution implies a 90% confidence interval for claims is ($291, $362)

Shape of Group distribution can guide underwriting 

➢ How wide are confidence intervals/how heavy are tails?

➢ How much greater is Expected Value of Distribution than the median?

➢ Will claims regress to the mean or has distribution shifted?

➢ Experience rate of $345 could imply regression to the mean downward (trend less than 
average) in future year

➢ Experience rate of $315 could imply regression to the mean upward

➢ Experience rate of $370 might imply a substantial change in risk and careful review of 
renewal



Use QR estimates to set discount rules

•Outlier claims, may not regress to mean

•Do not discount

Below 5th

percentile
•Claims low relative to risk profile

•May regress upward to the mean

•Do Not discount

5th to 35th

percentile

•Claims as expected relative to risk profile

•Discount with Caution

35th to 65th

percentile

•Claims high relative to risk profile

•May regress downward to the mean

•OK to discount

65th to 95th

percentile

• Likely shift in distribution

•Do Not discount

Above 95th

percentile

21

Illustrative Underwriting Action

IF group-level base experience 
was in following quartile

THEN underwriters should discount 
group-level rates according to variability
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Distribution of Claims can vary significantly by morbidity profile
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Distribution of Claims can vary significantly by morbidity profile



Why Settle for the Average When You 
Can Have the Whole Distribution?

© 2020 Optum, Inc. All rights reserved. Confidential property of Optum. Do 
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Retrospective Prospective

More accurate pricing distinguishing  
claims experience regression to the 
mean or remain extreme?

Confidence Intervals quantify 
uncertainty in future claims projections

Group risk stratification to inform 
discounting strategy

What risk charge is appropriate given 
expected volatility?

Are provider practice patterns outside 
of the norm given morbidity of 
population they serve?

Set margins around ACO targets to 
ensure meaningful transfers 

What conditions are driving aberrant 
experience?

Better Stop Loss Pricing with morbidity 
knowledge at high percentiles

Both retrospective and prospective models provide valuable information to 
answer deeper and more complex questions



Ordinary linear regression predicts the mean, conditional on predictors. Quantile 
regression predicts conditional median or any other percentile, with different 
coefficients (contribution to risk) at each level.

The quantile chart (right) suggests that the impact of increasing age is less for 
healthier members than for the sickest, slopes of the lines quantify difference.

Quantile regression allows for richer 
characterization of the data

25
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90th

50th

10th
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Other Applications of Quantile Regression

• Pricing margin relative to group variance
• Improved specific and aggregate stop loss 

pricing
• Provider performance evaluation (attribute 

members with different distribution of risk)
• Manual rate study indication

26
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Now We Have Many Estimates for Pricing

• Prospective QR – weighted average of percentiles 
can be more stable than the mean (biased, but lower 
variance)

• Retrospective QR – regression to the mean 

• How could we weight them with trended claim 
experience, manual, risk scores

• Semi-partial correlation estimates correlation with prospective 
risk, factoring out the influence of all other estimators

27
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Is there really a better estimator than the 
sample mean?

• Sample mean is unbiased but for heavy-tailed distributions 
it can have very high variance

• Median is much less sensitive to outliers in the tail so can 
be a more robust estimator 

• Sample mean gives equal weight to each data point

28
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• Sample mean is MLE under 
normality. But for Laplace the 
sample median is MLE of true 
mean

• In general we can robustly 
estimate mean from 
percentiles via 

𝐸 𝑋 = σ𝑥𝑃(𝑋 = 𝑥)



Application:  Actuarial Value

• AV estimates are based on overall block distribution 
of claim costs which can vary significantly from group 
specific morbidity

• Healthy groups will have overstated AV mostly 
because of block’s greater number of moderately sick 
members

• Sick groups will have understated AV
• Effect can be significant

29
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Application:  Actuarial Value

30
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Application:  Actuarial Value

• $1,000 deductible, 80% coinsurance, $5,000 OOP
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Percentile Allowed Paid

0% -$                                   -$                 

10% -$                                   -$                 

20% -$                                   -$                 

30% -$                                   -$                 

40% -$                                   -$                 

50% -$                                   -$                 

60% 1,950$                              760$                 

70% 2,730$                              1,384$             

80% 3,900$                              2,320$             

90% 7,800$                              5,440$             

95% 19,500$                            14,800$           

99% 39,000$                            34,000$           

99.5% 39,000$                            34,000$           

Expected PMPY 4,563$                              3,430$             

Expected PMPM 380.25$                            285.87$           

AV 75.2%

Percentile

Calibrate to Block 

Allowed Calculate Paid

0% -$                                   -$                 

10% -$                                   -$                 

20% -$                                   -$                 

30% -$                                   -$                 

40% -$                                   -$                 

50% 1,521$                              417$                 

60% 1,521$                              417$                 

70% 3,042$                              1,634$             

80% 4,563$                              2,850$             

90% 9,126$                              6,501$             

95% 15,210$                            11,368$           

99% 30,420$                            25,420$           

99.5% 60,840$                            55,840$           

4,563$                              3,325$             

380.25$                            277.12$           

72.9%

-2.3%We Understate the AV 

of healthy groups

➢ Healthy groups 
experience 
stretched out 
costs at center 
of distribution 
and lighter tail 
except at the 
very extreme 
which has low 
probability

Group Morbidity-specific Distribution Block Distribution normalized Expected Value 



Application:  Set Group Risk Margin
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➢ Block is 200 groups 
size 51-99 in New 
Jersey, claims incurred 
2018

Group

Mean of 

Retrospective 

Distribution

Length of 

(25%, 75%)

Ratio 

99%/90% UW Guidance

A $348 $125 1.32

B $361 $134 1.33 high risk margin

C $359 $115 1.30

D $361 $101 1.26 low risk margin

E $366 $96 1.30

F $366 $110 1.27

G $364 $135 1.26 moderate risk margin

H $365 $123 1.27

All 51-99 Group in Block

Length of 

(25%, 75%)

Ratio 

99%/90%

min $96 1.16

max $235 1.44

Length $139 0.28



Accurately Quantify Employer Stop Loss 
Risks

• Premium represents expected payout
- Probability and Magnitude of Stop Loss payments vary based on morbidity
- Manage relative tail risk (likelihood of loss and distribution of tail risk)

• Given group morbidity, using Quantile Regression we can estimate group 
specific distribution of total, ISL, ASL claims at any threshold, and calculate 
the probability of exceeding that threshold accurately

• Specific and Aggregate claim costs for a group are positively correlated so 
must look at variability together

- Variability (and risk charge needed) for both products is greater than sum of ISL and ASL 
variance



Based on a provider’s appetite for risk, a range is set where no transfer payment is 
made reflecting performance within expected random deviation

Set ACO Target and Range of Uncertainty

34
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$362$345 $372

Width of interval is driven by patient panel size, demographics, 
and morbidity

We would only share in savings for future period claims below 
$347, or get reimbursed for claims above $361



Adjust for the constantly changing challenges of health care by using tools 
that allow you to see a full range of cost estimates.

Technical Appendix
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Quantile regression can demonstrate that some coefficients are significant 
predictors at only some parts of the distribution.



Technical Considerations

• Least squares finds beta minimizing sum of squared errors
• Quantile regression finds beta minimizing weighted penalty function 

with different penalties for over- and under-estimation

• While least squares minimizes σ 𝑦 − 𝑥𝑡𝛽
2 quantile regression 

minimizes absolute deviance, putting asymmetric penalties on over and 
under-prediction:

• Note median regression is a special case minimizing sum of absolute 
errors

• This can be framed as a solution to linear programming problem, which 
is exponentially harder to solve for large N (greater than 100,000 or so)

36

1 − 𝑞 

𝑦𝑖< 𝑥𝑡𝛽

𝑦𝑖 − 𝑥𝑡𝛽 + 𝑞 

𝑦𝑖> 𝑥𝑡𝛽

𝑦𝑖 − 𝑥𝑡𝛽
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Minimization Algorithm

Technical Considerations

QR estimates are derived from minimizing a function that puts differential weights on 
over and under-estimation

• How to minimize is a nontrivial problem – avoid local minima!

• How do we search high dimensional space for a global minimum?

• Simplex methods

• Start with possible solution, move in direction of steepest descent of gradient
• One direction at a time or multiple ones
• Step size
• Preconditioning, adaptive learning rates, and/or stochastic perturbations

© 2020 Optum, Inc. All rights reserved
Confidential property of Optum. Do not distribute or reproduce without express permission from Optum.



Technical 
Considerations

• Large sample sizes are 
needed to properly 
calculate coefficients 
without underestimation 
(missing tail risk)

• Estimates of subsamples 
do not vary around the true 
value, but are biased 
downwards

• Clinical risk exists, but 
may not be observed in the 
tail (yet!)

© 2020 Optum, Inc. All rights reserved. Confidential property of Optum. Do not 
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Mathematical Considerations
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Thank you 

Jim Dolstad ASA, MAAA

VP, Actuarial Consulting

james.dolstad@optum.com

T: 763-361-5507

Contact Information

Jason Reed FSA, MS, MAAA

Sr. Director, Actuarial Consulting

r.jason.reed@optum.com

T: 267-632-6601
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